An inverse model of the mechanical response of passive skeletal muscle: Implications for microstructure.
The constitutive response of passive skeletal muscle is important for many human body modelling applications, but modelling the tension-compression asymmetry and the anisotropy observed in ex-vivo samples is challenging. Existing microstructural models do not capture the full three-dimensional response while models suitable for application in finite element environments mostly have a limited microstructural basis and cannot capture the observed Poisson's ratios. The aim of this paper is to derive an inverse model based on the microstructure of a skeletal muscle that can predict its passive mechanical response. The model parameters and predictions were derived and assessed by comparison with published experimental stress-strain response and Poisson's ratio data. Results show a close match for both predicted stress-strain response for fibre and cross-fibre direction deformations and similar Poisson's ratio values. Some microstructural observations which strengthen our understanding of the role of the collagen network and intramuscular pressure are also provided.